


Ralph Inu is an ambitious but consistent project which operates within the Binance Smart 

Chain. Our vision, strategy and everything we do is based on complete transparency and 

facts. We are thrilled to be a trendsetter in what a project should be and we are excited to 

showcase what we are capable of as our team and our community unite. 



Ralph Inu is a decentralized token with a bullish drive led by its community and CEO. 

Our goal is to bring back the old school ways of crypto, which is community first! 

We are going to make an undeniable imprint within the Binance Smart Chain Network. 

The objective is to grow from the ground up as a unit combining our experience with heart, 

and the foundation of the project, which is our community!

Here at Ralph Inu, we strive to deliver at a much higher standard than the average communiHere at Ralph Inu, we strive to deliver at a much higher standard than the average communi-

ty driven token, and we will do that by introducing features such as token staking, and an NFT 

release shortly after launch. Once we accomplish this, we will then begin working towards 

launching our NFT staking system & a play to earn game, this is just the tip of the iceberg for 

Ralph Inu, and as we continue our journey, there will be much more usabilities to come! 

 



REK_IT_RALPH has worked on a vast 
number of successful projects, the most 
recent being MetaRuffy and AtEM. He has 
vast experience in marketing strategy 
and community building. We personally 
believe every great project starts with 
the community and builds from there; 
without a strong community the project without a strong community the project 
will never reach its true potential!

LELOUCH is a professional blockchain 
developer with 4 years of experience. 
He has worked on Multiple Projects On 

ETH, BSC and more. 
He has developed many 
successful projects. 

MARINEMIKE has worked in this field ever 
since he joined the crypto space, and is 

truly one of the best for the job. 
In addition to community management 
he will also assist in the marketing field. 



The tokenomics will be 10% for both buys and sells, the way they are distributed are as follows: 



Launch TG and Build community 

Stealth launch 

Website reveal

Build white paper

CoinMarketCap & CoinGecko listings

Decentralised application release

Launch Staking 

NFT release

NFT staking  

Play to earn game 

Further development as growth of
the community and token continue.
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